
Crystal Magic™  

Crystal Magic is a crystal-themed game featuring a red-haired young beauty who offers the 

magical powers of crystals to bring potential luck and good fortune. This game delivers 

everything you’ll love – 50 lines, two bonuses, free games, a hold-and-spin feature, and a 

multi-level jackpot. 

This game is a 4x5 configuration with 50 lines. The free games feature is triggered when 

there is a five-of-a-kind line win and the red-haired beauty fills up reel 5. The hold-and-spin 

feature is triggered when there are three or more scattered beauty symbols during base-

game play. The free games bonus delivers six spins with up to four symbols wild. The multi-

level jackpot prizes are won during the hold-and-spin bonus by filling the respective columns 

with jackpot symbols. 

GAME FEATURES 

Free Games Bonus – The free games bonus awards six free spins with up to four wild 

symbols. During the free games bonus, the symbols that become wild will also turn gold. 

Hold-and-Spin Bonus – During this feature, you’ll start with three free spins and a 4x5 array 

of 20 independent spinning reels. Every jackpot symbol that appears on screen will lock in 

place and award one additional free spin. When a reel is filled entirely with jackpot symbols, 

you’ll win the respective jackpot prize of the five-level jackpot feature, which can be the 

mini, minor, major, mega, or grand. 

When the whole screen is filled with jackpot symbols or you run out of free spin, you’ll win 

the credit prize on each jackpot symbol on the screen, multiplied by the total bet. 

GAME INFORMATION 

RTP: 95.34% 
Min Bet: 50 credits 
Default Bet: 50 credits 
Max Bet: 500 credits 
Min Denom: 0.01 
Max Denom : 0.2 
Default Denom: 0.01 
Reels: 3x5 
Evaluation: 5 Reel, 50 Lines 
Technology: HTML5 
Channel: Mobile & Desktop  


